Totton South U3A
Membership Survey
August 2020
COVID-19 – Moving Forward

‘there is always room for improvement, but you all do very well’

tsu3aresearch@gmail.com

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the survey was to discover how members felt about Totton South U3A, and
how to go forward in the ongoing situation regarding COVID-19.

SUMMARY
The survey aim was twofold: how to move forward and what worked prior to lockdown. The
impact of COVID-19 has made change essential, while not losing sight of what members
appreciate about belonging to Totton South. The answers may provide a way to become
different, while keeping what we enjoy, and trying to do somethings better.
The survey was designed to enable members to give specific answers as well as expressing
individual views. This approach combines simple options as well as more complex
opinions; both being valuable.
The following, therefore, refers only to the 54% of members who responded to the survey.

FINDINGS
Members are divided regarding attending an in-person meeting, with 57% considering
attending by April 2021, and 37% preferring to wait and see. A significant number of
members have some contact with groups or other members, although 15 reported having
no contact with either. Outdoor meetings might be attended.
A small majority were prepared to use Zoom; one reason given for not accessing was lack of
ability. Those members who would use Zoom are prepared to use it frequently.
The general meetings and interest groups are both enjoyed by the majority, with
constructive suggestions made for developments. Meeting people was the main benefit
gained followed by learning.
Twenty four members are already group coordinators or committee members, and while
thirteen respondents offered to contribute when possible, 61% of members felt unable to
contribute to running the U3A.
Responses to the final open question “What would improve or help Totton South going
forward?” covered eight themes, offering suggestions for long term evolution and
potential options for moving forward within COVID-19 recommendations.

LIMITATIONS
The main limitation of the survey is not being able to include the views of members who
were unable or chose not to respond.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Consider funding Zoom and additional public COVID-19 safe venues to enable increased
access for more members with and without internet.
a. Enable combined Zoom and in-person general meetings
b. Offer some Zoom-only general meetings
c. Offer in-person only general meetings
d. Offer outdoor meetings
e. Enable interest groups to meet
2. Request members who volunteered to help (Q14) to make themselves known by
contacting tottonsouthu3a@outlook.com or calling 07394 627740
3. Develop IT skills for members who request training.
4. Support the chair of Groups Coordinator committee to enable interest group
coordinators to re-establish their groups.
a. In collaboration with chair, arrange a Group Coordinator (GC) meeting (both inperson and Zoom).
5. Encourage all to access both National and Totton South websites.
a. GCs to be encouraged to keep pages up to date
b. Information, Technology and Communication (ITC) group to ensure site remains
current
6. Purchase projector and larger screen
Some of the findings can be used to inform immediate actions for opening TSU3A. Others
require greater consideration of how to put them into practice. The Main Committee will
review recommendations and put in place actions considered appropriate (need
confirmation from main committee)
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respond. Responses have been mostly a pleasure to read, as well as humbling, thus
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Information, ITC committee support group in discussion with TSU3A Committee.
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Survey results
Number of responses
Online
Postal
Total
168
27
195
81
25
106
48%
93%
54%

Questionnaire issued
Responses received
Response rate
Did not respond
Did not respond % of
total

87

2

89

52%

7%

46%

The questionnaire was sent to 168 email addresses held on Beacon, 24 members did not
access their email, and some chose not to open the link to complete the survey. There are
a few members who share an email address, due to the anonymity of the survey it is not
possible to establish if both members sharing an email completed the survey.
Twenty-two members do not have email and a further 5 have a ‘buddy email’, so 27 postal
copies were sent, to ensure all had an equal chance to take part.
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Overall the response rate was 54%, this means 46% did not respond. The response rate from
the online survey was 48%, with a higher return rate of 93% from the postal survey.
The following, therefore, refers to the 106 members who responded to the survey.
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This section of the survey focuses on the options that may be available to us within
COVID-19 guidelines and after.
1. When do you think you will feel ready to attend a monthly meeting at Colbury?
The 105 members who responded to this question are split over when they think they will
feel ready to return.





40% feel they will be ready before the end of 2020.
37% want to wait and see
20% feel they will not be ready until 2021
3% other - comments are listed below the graph.

When do you think you will feel ready to attend
meetings at Colbury Hall
Other
3% (3 members)

April or later in 2021
4% (4 members)
Before end of 2020
40% (42 members)

Wait and See 37%
(39 members)

January - March 2021
16% (17 members)

Other comments:
o not until there is a vaccine or good treatment available
o wait and see how things will be for 2020
See Appendix 2 for further explanation.
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2. How are you currently staying in contact with the groups you belong to?

How are you staying in touch with Groups?
Email
In person
Not in Contact
Phone
Social Media
Writing letters
Zoom or similar
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Email is the most frequently used method, this will include emails received from Group
Coordinators. Approximately a third of members are keeping in contact with their groups
in-person, this will include walks and strolls. Zoom has provided the opportunity for
groups to continue online. Of those who responded 24 members are not in contact with
their groups. One person reported writing letters to remain in contact.

3. How are you staying in contact with other members?

Q3 How are you staying in contact with other
members
Email
In person
Not in Contact
Phone
Social Media
Zoom or similar
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

The pattern of keeping in contact is very similar whether it is between members or groups.
Email is still commonly used. The phone is frequently used to keep in touch with other
members. There are 23 members who are not in touch with other members.
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4. Would you take part in a Totton South activity using Zoom?

Would you take part in a Totton South
activity using Zoom?

Yes
52% (55 members)

No
48% (51 members)

If you would not use Zoom, is there a particular reason?
o
o
o
o
o

No access to computer or Zoom
Not technical; don’t like it; not used; no reason
Hearing aids
Added stress
Security reasons

If you would use Zoom, how often would you take part?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

As often as possible
Depending on the event, currently cinema group approx. monthly
As needed
Probably weekly but would depend on topic and quality of Zoom activity
Depending on subject
When invited to do so by group coordinator
Whenever necessary – I have no problem with Zoom
Whenever something interests me and I’m free

See Appendix 2 for further explanation.
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5. Would you attend outdoor meetings (weather dependent)?
Members appreciated the English climate needs to be taken into account but the vast
majority of the members, said they would attend an outdoor meeting.

Would you attend outdoor meetings?
No
11% (12 members)

Yes
89% (94
members)

If you would not attend an outdoor meeting, is there a particular reason?
Themes
A. Hearing/mobility/health/transport
o It is not easy to hear in some outdoor situations
o I have poor hearing, if there was a largish group I might not be able to hear
without a lot of enhancement. Small groups ie 6-10 I might be OK
o My health
o Not very mobile
o Transport dependent
B. Concerns about meeting in groups
o Depends on social distancing measures
o I don’t feel ready to meet with a large group
o Am only comfortable with a VERY small group and even then not totally relaxed:
not keen on mixing with several different households at the moment
o No particular reason lost contact a bit
o … maybe depending what it was
C. Weather
o Unless weather permits
o The uncertainty about the weather, particularly now that summer is coming to an
end. Having to haul a seat, drink etc to the venue. Having to get through the
Lyndhurst traffic to get to anywhere and elsewhere in the forest
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This section focuses on what members like, don’t like, and what might be improved
6. What did you like about Totton South prior to lockdown?
Eighty-six members liked the General meetings with a speaker, so by far the most popular
listed item. Together with the ‘paddle room’, where groups display information about
their meetings, shows the popularity of the meeting.
Of the postal responses 19 out of the 25 liked the paddle room.

What did you like about Totton South prior to lockdown
(% of responders who selected the various options)
Event groups eg Theatre
General meeting with speaker
General meeting without speaker
Groups held at member's home
Groups held at other venue
Holidays
Other
Outdoor groups eg Walkers
Paddle room with group information
Picnic
Post-Christmas meal
Summer Tea
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Themes – liked
A. Education and wider U3A activities
o
o
o
o
o

Skills day and crafts
Study days, day conferences, education days
Participation in U3A network meetings
Plenty I haven't had the chance to try yet
Being on the committee and coordinating three interest groups

B. Holidays/Visits
o Croatia trip, Spain trip cancelled
o Would like to join holidays
o We miss the visits to other venues eg IKEA/Sea Museum
C. Socialising
o I like to meet other people as frequently as is possible.
o Socialising with other members
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7. Themes of activities not liked
This was a compulsory question with the majority of members reporting to like the variety of
activities offered, or not taking part in activities of no interest to them. Three themes
emerged from the remaining comments.
A. The general meeting
Seven members reported not liking the general meeting, with three saying they preferred it
with a speaker.
B. Christmas meeting and Summer Tea
Seven members commented on these events.
o Two related to the pantomime, one not liking it; the other being demoralised by lack
of participation.
o One member would prefer the Christmas meal to be in December. Two members did
not like last year’s event feeling ‘treated like 5 year olds’.
o One member did not like the Christmas meeting/tea as the tables were too tight.
o One member felt isolated at the summer tea, while saying the actual ‘tea’ was lovely.
C. Miscellaneous
A few individual activities were mentioned here, four relating to the general meeting and
four relating to groups.

8. Suggestions for changes
This was a compulsory question with the majority of members feeling the current approach
was adequate. The following themes emerged.
A. Increase use of Zoom, Totton South webpage, Beacon and email
o Increase use of all IT options to enhance access to group activities, information and
payments. Recognition of enhanced safety requirements, with a small number of
responses considering the Paddle Room to be no longer required.
o Use Zoom to overcome reduced number of members able to attend meetings.
Recognition of people’s reluctance to attend meetings, as well as venue regulations.
Examples were given of how Zoom has been used successfully for a range of group
activities, both within U3A and other organisations. Use of Zoom enables
participation in group activities, as well as keeping in touch with people.
o Increase use of email communication to provide general notices and group
information. Recognition that members may not access or respond to emails.
o It was acknowledged that not all members access IT, and should not be overlooked.
Options were suggested for keeping in touch.
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B. General Meeting
o Keep notices ‘short and sweet’; communicate these in alternative ways.
o Vary the format of meetings. Examples included alternating speaker/quiz/member
presentation; shorter speaker presentation to enable more time for members to
catch up; break into smaller groups to enable discussion on topic; meeting without a
speaker.
o General meeting to be accessible using Zoom.
C. Miscellaneous suggestions
More outdoor activities; more activities to get people moving; small craft group with
demonstrator followed by participation; and to restart Questors.

9. Did you receive a warm welcome on joining Totton South?

Did you receive a warm welcome on
joining Totton South?
Can't remember
8% (9 members)

No
7% (7 members)

Yes
85% (90 members)
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10. What do members prefer attending?

Which do you prefer attending?
General Meeting
8% (8 members)

Groups
25% (27 members)
Like Both
67% (71 members)

11. Reasons for choice (summary)
An overall summary is that both the general meeting and interest groups have a place, each
serving a different purpose.
Here are four comments which epitomise this:
‘the large meeting does not facilitate friendships very well in any organisation. The
groups enable you go get to know a few people well, whereas the meetings give you
an overall view of what is going on with opportunities to join in other activities’
‘I enjoy seeing people at the general meeting but it is good to have a more quieter and
longer chat at group meetings and get to know someone more’
‘by participating in the groups, which have a smaller number of people, it’s easier to
get to know each other. The general meeting provides a different emphasis by having
speakers on a variety of topics’
‘general meeting is good for catching up with people and finding out what’s going on.
I enjoy groups that reflect my interests’
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12. What benefit is gained from being a Totton South member
A. Meeting people/socialising/friendship/belonging/company
This theme was the most frequent and expressed in many ways. Phrases included:- old and
new friends; meeting like-minded people; wider social network; meeting interesting
people; socialising in the local community; company; part of a ‘family’.
These two comments reflected the ethos of the U3A movement
‘to know once or maybe twice a week I am going to meet up with other people, so I
then have something to look forward to’
‘I have made a number of friends which is essential to my well-being’
B. Learning new and interesting things
This theme included new and revisiting old learning, increased awareness and appreciation of
other areas. Enjoying mental stimulation, expansion of knowledge and skills, lifelong
learning in areas of interest was important; raising awareness of topics of potential
interest, and the opportunity to try something new. Members enjoyed sharing the
experience and broadening their outlook with other people.
C. Miscellaneous
Other areas mentioned were being able to take part in activities including: ‘especially if living
alone’, ‘such as eating out’, ‘meeting up with other people’. Being part of an organisation
and feeling valued as a member of a group, with activities being beneficial for physical and
mental health.
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13. If you are not already a Group Coordinator or Committee Member, would you be
prepared to help?

Would you be prepared to help?
(% of responders who answered this question)
Yes
14% (13 members)

I am a Group Coordinator
or Committee Member
25% (24 members)

No
61% (58
members)

The following comments reflect the importance of member participation.
‘… the success of any club … involves participants making at least 70% effort
to join in and be a contributing member … 30% is the good organisational content of what
is happening’
‘if there was absolutely no one to come forward to run the committee and groups
would the membership … come forward and put up a fight …’
‘I get a feeling of complacency … that ‘someone else must/should/will do it’

14. If you are prepared to help, is there any particular way in which you would could?
Sixteen members answered this question, two saying what they already did. These people
can be asked to let a committee member know who they are.
Some are unable to help on a regular basis due to other commitments, although offered to
help if asked. Specific areas offered were helping with secretarial activities; welcoming
members and setting up paddles; welcoming new members; assisting current group
coordinators. Four responses were unspecific but willing to help.
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Tell us anything you can think of that would improve and/or help Totton South going
forward, through the current situation and out the other side. This can include any
additional precautions that might influence your attending events.
15. Don’t be afraid, we can take constructive criticism, we want your ideas, no matter
what they are
Sixty-five members responded to this section. Suggestions for long term evolution and
potential options for Totton South to move forward within COVID-19 recommendations
were given. What follows is a summary of members’ comments.
a. General meeting
Starting general meetings was considered to be a step in the right direction with reassurance
to members that venue and national COVID-19 guidelines were being followed, while
recognising the views of members.
Majority of speakers were enjoyed, however the large number of people attending,
resulted in meetings being considered by some as unfriendly. A frequent comment
was of ‘cliques’ reserving seats for friends, making it difficult to find a seat if attending
alone. Terms including aloof, unhelpful, evasive and even rude at times, were used to
describe perceived ‘cliques’.
Improved integration might be enhanced through a small group of members encouraging
the ‘cliques’ to make space and welcome newer members or people attending alone. It
might be possible for members, acting as stewards promoting social distancing, to
promote this.
One member commented ‘PA system at meetings does not cover all the hall, large
audience with hearing not so good. The projector screen is not viewable unless you sit in
front 10-15 rows. Suggest committee have a trial with normal set up in hall no members
present and try standing in varying distances front to back hall’
Having two meetings each month was suggested, either consecutively, or on a different day
of the week. This has potential to double the number of members able to attend while
adhering to venue regulations and maintaining social distancing.
Committee members could be more conspicuous at meetings. For group coordinators to
be available in the Paddle Room, as it is difficult for new members to find them in a
crowded meeting.
Encourage teams of members to contribute to meeting activities and social events. An
example given was for members to take and pack away their own chair. Sharing of
responsibilities can generate variety and possibly a step to becoming a committee
member.
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While 85% of responses reported receiving a warm welcome on joining (see Q9), this appears
not to have continued beyond the first meeting. One member considered it may be
daunting joining activities, and possibly more difficult for men.
b. Groups
The comment to ‘Exercise a flexible approach to reorganising interest groups so they can still
operate within Covid protocol’ captures majority of responses in this theme. Some groups
have continued which was appreciated; others have become difficult due to restrictions
beyond co-ordinators’ control.
Suggestions included requesting Totton South to cover the cost of halls for meetings, Zoom;
or to explore outdoor, sheltered areas that might be suitable. New groups might be
started through asking members to offer their skills/talents.
c. Future
Promoting U3A within organisations offering retirement planning has potential to attract a
‘younger’ membership.
Suggestions for future offerings included a Skills Day, conference/study day and to encourage
members to contribute to the speaker programme.
d. Zoom
Disappointment was expressed in the lack of activity in establishing Zoom general
meetings, and facilitating increased Zoom availability across interest groups. Examples
of innovative use by other U3As especially for general meetings were given. Increase
communication with other local U3As to share interests. This was considered to be a
lost opportunity to let members know the U3A remained active.
People who used Zoom were positive about its value in staying in touch and accessing some
group meetings. Use could be expanded to use at monthly meetings, with specific Zoom
sessions being made available as well as offering combined general/Zoom meetings. This
approach could enable inclusion of members who remain fearful of attending in-person
meetings.
The monthly cost of upgrading to unlimited time Zoom, if provided by Totton South, might
enable more interest groups to use this option.
All suggestions recognised ongoing IT skills development might be required.
e. IT
This theme covers a few areas. First about people who are not ‘technical’ and potential ways
to develop skills. It was acknowledged that IT workshops had previously been offered,
and felt something similar might be made available to enable members to make better
use of devices.
The cost of postage/telephone calls to the small number of members who cannot use
electronic communication was raised as a concern, especially as the Third Age Trust is
increasingly encouraging electronic methods. However concern was expressed regarding
people who are isolated for a variety of reasons, and that keeping in touch was essential.
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The limitation of the current Beacon membership system was highlighted as a problem in not
facilitating sharing emails or phone numbers, nor is it possible to respond to multiple
people. These concerns may be addressed in Beacon2, which is about to be rolled out.
While the current survey was seen as a positive approach, it was felt Totton South website
could be improved.
More email communication would have been appreciated, with one member being
‘… disappointed that my only contact has been general U3A information emails - and a
request for membership subs’
f. Social distancing
Having been shielding, adherence to social distancing and facial coverings was considered to
be essential and related to concern for peoples’ safety as well as that of their relatives.
Outdoor activities and small groups were seen as ways this might be achieved. The need
for a vaccine to be available prior to attending a large group event was identified as being
important.
It is more difficult to understand what is being said while social distancing and wearing a face
covering.
g. Positive
There were a number of positive comments thanking all volunteers for ensuring the smooth
running of Totton South. It provides a good facility for local people, which should
continue as such and avoid becoming subsumed by huge organisational bureaucracy.
Comments covered enjoying being a member, making friends, being a co-ordinator and
having access to an interesting programme.
h. Negative
The perceived lack of sufficient members prepared to undertake volunteer roles required to
enable Totton South to operate was a matter of concern. Especially as changes in how
things are done is now necessary.
i. Miscellaneous
A small number of comments did not fit into any of the above themes.
Suggestions were made for saving money on postage and organising transport to meetings.
Another person considered members to be sufficiently experienced to be able to make their
own decisions and behave responsibly and safely.
The current venue was considered unsuitable due to lack of space to easily circulate, meet
and make friends.
Develop a process for members to be made aware of illness, hospitalisation, or death of
other members.
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Appendix 1
Survey Design
The survey was developed in Google Forms by two members of Totton South ITC support
group, it was piloted with other members of this group and committee members. Minor
amendments were made following discussion by the Main Committee
The survey was distributed online, using the Beacon membership system to members with
email, and post to remaining members. Both surveys were the same. To encourage
responses, members accessing the survey on line received a reminder email; those using
paper copies were provided with a stamped addressed envelope.
The survey was circulated on 24th August. Date for completion and return was 30th August.
All responses were anonymous. However, it was possible to identify members who had
opened the online link through the Beacon membership system, as well as members who
had/had not viewed the email. Some members did make themselves identifiable through
comments to the open questions. The report has been written to ensure these comments
should not be attributable.
Analysis
The analysis was carried out by transferring responses from Google Forms to Excel. Postal
responses were added into Google Forms on receipt. The open questions were analysed
using a content analysis process aiming to identify common and unique themes.
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Appendix 2
Analysis of Q1 and Q4
Q1 (When do you think you will feel ready to attend meetings at Colbury Hall) and
Q4 (Would you take part in a Totton South activity using Zoom)
The purpose is to establish if there is a demand/need for alternatives to in-person meetings moving
forward to open access to as many members as possible.

When do you think you will feel ready to
attend meetings at Colbury Hall?
During 2020
Not until 2021
Overall Total

Totals
42
63
105*

Would you use Zoom to access a
meeting?
No
Yes
20
22
30
33
50
55

*One member did not answer this question.
During 2020 includes those who selected or added the following options or comments:
o
o
o

Before the end of the year
I am happy to attend the meeting in September
01/09/2020

Not until 2021 includes those who selected or added the following options or comments
o
o
o
o

April or later in 2021
January – March 2021
Other
Would rather wait and see

There are 42 members who feel they will be ready to attend meeting in 2020, of those 22 would
access meetings using Zoom.
There are 63 members who do not feel ready to attend in-person meetings before 2021, 33 of them
would access meetings using Zoom. The 33 represents 52% of members who do not feel ready to
attend in-person meetings before 2021.
In total 55 members of the 105 responses (52%) would access meeting using Zoom.
Looking at the time span when members will feel ready to attend meetings (at the time of writing this
analysis – September 2020)
o
o
o

2021 is 4 months away,
April or later is 7 months
Would rather wait and see

In conclusion there would appear to be a strong case to explore and use a range of other options to
engage with members.
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